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Abstract: In Latin America, accessibility is increasingly becoming a priority in urban planning. Yet, looking closer and multidimensionally, its application tends to perpetuate socio-economic-spatial imbalances and segregation in the region by concentrating in few cities only. In addition, accessibility research and literature at the global scale usually over-focus on spatial and statistical analysis to the disregard of the concept’s social and intangible dimensions—as is digital accessibility. Through the case study of the social housing complex of Ciudad Verde, Soacha—to the southeast of Bogotá, Colombia—, I contribute qualitative depth to the ‘accessibility’ concept by looking at it through its intersection with sustainability and the ‘formality-informality’ continuum (Lévy, 2020). Within the framework of a larger research project on urban sustainability in Ciudad Verde (which conducted focal group interviews and map-based surveys), I also place due attention on digital accessibility through Facebook. I recognize the platform as an accessibility tool for residents and use it as a research methodology. This diverse range of evidence revealed limbic elements hindering accessibility in Ciudad Verde. By using the resulting accessibility limbo as an analytical lens, this dissertation extracts lessons on how the Colombian complex can unleash its accessibility and sustainability. I argue that local (in) formal practices of access hold the clues for this; since they point at the missing pieces from a multi-scalar and multidimensional standpoint.
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1. Introduction

An emerging priority in urban planning (Martens, 2017), accessibility is the interaction between land use, transportation and communications systems, individual and household characteristics and the temporality of services and opportunities (Geurs & van Wee, 2004; Oviedo et al., 2020). Access to these can be granted or acquired by one’s own means—with formality and informality working in a ‘continuum’ (Lévy, 2020) that enables such access. In turn, this continuum reproduces layers that can either be sustainable or not. Correlated with accessibility and (in) formality, sustainability is a social process that yields synergies between communities and their supporting ecosystems (James et al., 2013). Therewith, this dissertation tackles the intersection among accessibility, (in) formality and sustainability because, for formal-informal accessibility practices to be sustainable, their designs and operation mechanisms must engender a symbiosis among residents, livelihoods, and ecosystems.

Within this framework, social housing stands out for its transitory nature: into formal tenure, homeownership, different living typologies or an allegedly better life. Yet, when detached, disconnected, and underserved, these complexes can constitute accessibility limbo that frustrate this transition—fixating a deficient accessibility. Against this backdrop, my focus is Colombia’s first-generation Macro-project of Social Housing (MISN) of Ciudad Verde (CIV), Soacha—to the southeast of Bogotá. By exploring CIV’s accessibility practices along the formality-informality continuum (Lévy, 2020), this article aims to extract lessons on how to circumvent accessibility impasses and create more sustainable social housing.
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To offer a larger-scale background, Latin America’s unequal distribution of inhabitants, opportunities and transportation (Vecchio et al., 2020) has yielded embedded inequalities, exclusionary mechanisms and threatened ecosystems. Nonetheless, in recent decades, mobility, and accessibility projects to tackle socio-spatial imbalances have increased. The progress achieved notwithstanding, this concentrates in few metropolises—perpetuating socio-economic-spatial inequalities and segregation in the subcontinent (Ibid.).

Moving on, research on accessibility—in LatAm and globally—tends to overrely on spatial and statistical analysis (Pérez et al., 2017; Oviedo & Titheridge, 2016), oftentimes at the expense of social and less-tangible nuances. This over-focus usually omits or treats as secondary the more qualitative accessibility strategies—as those recorded by Oviedo & Titheridge (2016) and Vecchio (2020). Along their work-lines and without disregarding space and statistics, I contribute qualitative depth to the concept of ‘accessibility’—reclaimed by Lucas (2013), Lévy (2013) and Lucas & Uteng (2018). Furthermore, this dissertation also gives due importance to digital accessibility—significantly underexplored in the accessibility literature (Tranos et al., 2013). In the 21st century and particularly in the physically-distant 2020, digital accessibility is essential for urban living and remote analysis—field research ruled out. With this, I apply an innovative information source and method for urban accessibility analysis: Facebook. An accessibility tool of Citoverdinos, the platform also lends itself as an invaluable research method (Section 5).

For its part, my context of study, Bogotá’s unofficial Metropolitan Region (BMR), is not alien to regional accessibility trends. Since the 2000s, strong mobility and accessibility investments have been consecrated to improve the 8-million-inhabitants megacity. Nonetheless, these efforts were confronted by long-encroached urban trajectories (Lévy et al. 2017): exclusionary growth, privatization and metropolization. Sequentially, heavily dependent on the capital, adjacent Soacha was particularly affected by these. A national favorite for social housing, Soacha juggles with insufficient resources, exorbitant population growth, scarce opportunities, predominant informality, deficient connectivity, mobility and accessibility systems and a precious, yet threatened ecosystem.

Zooming in, CiV is set within these urban trajectories, perpetuating unsustainable tendencies that prejudice life quality, systematically disregard people’s needs, and overload ecosystems. With over 200,000 residents (Acosta & Henao, 2011), CiV was planned as a city within a city. However, its unidimensionality hindered its accessibility (Escalañón, 2011). CiV’s untapped potential bred a rare urban ecosystem engulfed by an accessibility limbo in which residents’ agency over the formality-informality continuum—i.e., maneuvering over deficient access—is significantly undermined as against Soacha and other metropolitan municipalities. Pondering over how to unlock this limbo, this work argues that local (in)formal practices of access hold the clues for CiV’s sustainability.

Departing from the above, this dissertation is organized as follows. The literature review (Section 2) discusses accessibility—including digital—,(in)formality and sustainability, framed within LatAm and Bogotá. Next, Section 3 introduces CiV’s limbo, locating it within metropolitan urban trajectories. After that follows the accessibility limbo as an analytical lens for more sustainable social housing (Section 4). Then, Section 5 elaborates on the process followed to achieve my research objectives. Later, Sections 6 and 7 elaborate on the specific and general lessons of the accessibility limbo, examining limbic elements and strategies to navigate these. Finally, Section 8 culminates by stating practical and academic implications, limitations, and further research pathways.

II. Literature Review

a) An intersection: accessibility, sustainability and (in)formality

Scholars James et al. (2013) argue that the dimensions of sustainability—i.e., ecological, economic, political and cultural—are all dependent upon a coalescence between the social and the natural. They argue that these dimensions are as-a-matter-of-fact social; with ecological sustainability understood as humans’ integration in the environment. The understanding of sustainability as a social rather than a technocratic or economic issue (Ibid.) dissolves the tensions and contradictions arising across sustainability discourses—which often disguise neoliberalist logics (Flint & Raco, 2012; Bramley et al.; 2006; Burton, 2003; Polese & Stren, 2000). Rather, this social approach aligns the ecology with the economy, alongside cultural and political aspects. This enables a refined urban analysis that reciprocates the complexities thereof.

For its part, sustainability and accessibility are explicitly linked through the distribution vs. accumulation debate. Sustainability cannot coexist with the inequality excess that results from lacking access. Framed by scarcity laws and the needed nature-human balance; sustainability requires a careful consideration of resources distribution (James et al., 2013). Current global levels of inequality come hand-in-hand with violence, mental and physical health repercussions and inefficient uses of environmental resources. Moreover, intersectional inequalities—across genders, ethnicities, and religions—frame unfair institutions, livelihood modes and results. Additionally, global imbalances impact citizens’ opportunities, national action scopes, and international socio-environmental patterns (Pelletier, 2010; Holland et al., 2009; Boyce, 2008; Anand & Sen, 2000).
This is how accessibility comes in. The ability to overcome space and get to a destination easily (Lévy et al., 2017), accessibility also encompasses the capacity to fulfill one’s own needs and aspirations through the inhabited environment. Thus, it relates to capabilities and equity (Oviedo & Guzmán, 2020). Matching sustainability’s multidimensionality, accessibility operates at four interconnected scales (Oviedo et al., 2020). First, its macro scale entails land-use structures: locations, features and reproduction of demand and opportunities. The city and meso scale comprise transportation and communications: passenger and freight, travel demand by mode, digital connectivity, and locations, characteristics and reproduction of infrastructure and services. The micro scale covers individual and household characteristics: social position and reproduction of relations of class, gender, age, ethnicity, (dis)abilities, transportation mode selection, household composition, disposable household income and tenure security. Finally, services opening hours and available time for activities by identity markers and gender labor distribution belong to the temporal scale (Ibid.). A synergy between these four scales unequivocally leads to more sustainable urbanities.

This scalar nature elucidates that deficient accessibility translates into spatial, socio-political, economic (Heinrichs & Bernet, 2014) and psycho-emotional segregation. Against this, land use, activity clusters and access obstacles—i.e., affordability, gender discrimination, disability, or age—should be targeted (Dávila, 2014). Aligned with sustainability, accessibility needs to address the roots of inequity and segregation. Thereby, sustainability and accessibility are correlated; affecting each other at each accessibility scale and sustainability dimension. That stated, there are many difficulties in devising reliable indicators to measure both concepts’ contributions to cities (Miller, 2018).

Nonetheless, the sustainability-accessibility correlation cannot be understood without accounting for (in)formality. Contained in one another (Tonkiss, 2013), formality and informality are intrinsically related to accessibility. To be comprehended, they should be analyzed in a continuum in which access to the city is granted or acquired by one’s own means (Lévy, 2020). This continuum relates to the accessibility-sustainability correlation by pointing to systemic cracks and filling through them to render access—for there is no such thing as sustainable inaccessibility (James et al., 2013).

Additionally, a holistic outlook of sustainability enables it to transcend ‘formal’ legalizations, certifications and labelling as sustainability hoaxes. For formality withholds informal sustainabilities that simply cannot compete with formality’s high verification costs (Vorley, 2017). Informality is usually condemned as inefficient, unsafe, tax-avoiding—and it can be so. Yet, oftentimes, it also offers accessibility and sustainability opportunities obscured by formality (Ibid.).

What is more, informality can contribute to inequality reduction, keeping many out of extreme poverty (Rogan & Cichello 2017). Insomuch as it fosters a mixed-use urban composition and accessibility through vicinity or networks, informality may also support sustainable urbanities. Regarding ecological sustainability, the (low-income) informal economy’s footprints tend to be smaller than formality’s: less electricity, packaging, and vehicular transportation to save on costs; in turn, reducing waste. Moreover, waste pickers and recyclers reuse and decrease greenhouse gas emissions (Chen, 2017). Yet, clouded by formality, informal sustainabilities tend to be disregarded. Thereby, the multi-scalarity and -dimensionality offered by the intersection between sustainability and accessibility, might be crucial to analyze the formality-informality continuum and learn from it—transcending the usual silos-based approach to (in)formality (Figure 1).
b) Placing due importance on digital accessibility

Within the accessibility literature, only a few authors have addressed the digital realm (Tranos et al., 2013). Outside digitally-developed countries, the disregard for digital accessibility is further exacerbated (Nagelhus, 2018). However, as opportunities and services, ICTs and the Internet are not evenly distributed among populations nor across space (Malecki & Moriset, 2008). Ours an increasingly digitalized world, this poses additional barriers to accessing city—all the more in a rapidly digitalizing, physically-distancing planet. Paradigmatic exceptions to this gap are found in Janelle & Hodge (1998), Wheeler & O’Kelly (1999)—who studied the early cyberspatial implications for accessibility—, and van Wee et al. (2012)—who revindicanted the digital realm to strengthen accessibility. In 2000, Couclelis & Getis argued that the radical technological and societal changes brought by ICTs required a reconceptualization of urban accessibility at all scales.

Therewith, digital accessibility considerably matters when it comes to urban contexts and, especially, megacities. According to the literature, the digital world can reduce spatial frictions and distance costs (Cohen-Blankshtain & Nijkamp, 2004), optimize transportation (Sumalee & Ho, 2018), assist travel impedance (Dijkstra, 2004), reduce energy requirements for commutes (Noussan & Tagliafierro, 2020), benefit the environment through zero-emissions accessibility (van Wee et al., 2012), increase supply efficiency to repurpose road space (Fernández-Redondo, 2016), among others.

Along this line, this dissertation places due importance on digital accessibility by using Facebook as a research methodology. In general terms, a careful literature review reveals that Facebook has been used to analyze participant retention in longitudinal research (Mychasiuk & Benzies, 2011), political engagement (Mallén, 2013; Tufekci & Wilson, 2012), access to education (Ciuffoli & López, 2010), to e-diasporas (Diminescu, 2012), and how the elderly and people with disabilities could better access the city (Rodríguez-Porrero & Gil-González, 2014). In LatAm, Facebook has been applied to research migrants’ integration (Melella, 2016); access to environmental education (Badillo, 2017) and to culture (Laudano, 2016).

Yet, previous use of Facebook as a research method for the specific area of urban accessibility was not found, which constitutes a novelty of this work and a solid starting point for further research. The platform offers a lens into what scholars Transo et al. (2013: 59) designate: “the accessibility of places from a digital perspective”. Not only does Facebook lower the transaction costs of trading information and ideas (Cieślak & Kaniewska, 2004), but it also stands as an accessibility strategy to circumvint multidimensional lack of access (Section 6).

c) Accessibility in Latin America and Bogotá

Latin America the world’s most unequal region; its disparities are marked by socioeconomic status,
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gender, ethnicity, age, and rural-urban gaps. These are owed to structural imbalances resulting from the uneven distribution of inhabitants, opportunities, and transportation systems (Vecchio et al., 2020). Despite advances since 2000 (Székely & Mendoza, 2015), there are deep-seated forms of inequality and exclusion, particularly related to mobility and accessibility (Deneulin & Sánchez-Ancochea, 2018).

In this context, mobility projects and research have recently been applying accessibility to tackle socio-spatial shortcomings and disparities (Vecchio et al., 2020). These are consolidating LatAm as a blueprint for inequality-reduction (Ibid.). Relevant examples are the public transportation initiatives of Medellín (Dávila & Lévy, 2017; Brand & Dávila, 2011), Bogotá (Guzmán et al., 2017; Rodríguez et al., 2017), Santiago de Chile (Vecchio, 2017), Curitiba (Boisjoly, 2020) and Buenos Aires (Pucci et al., 2019)—though inequality-reduction outcomes have been ambiguous (Vecchio et al., 2020). In fact, entire territories of the subcontinent are not object of accessibility-based research and indicators to inform policies, especially small-size countries (Ibid.). Also, accessibility and mobility data tend to concentrate in big cities, disregarding smaller, rural, and remote areas (Keeling, 2008; Vecchio et al., 2020). What is more, most policies and research operate in the ‘universal accessibility’ dimension, which neglects aspects related to gender, age, ethnicity and (dis)ability (Ibid.).

In contrast to most of LatAm, Colombian cities had scant time to balance out migration, urbanization, and growth. Other cities (e.g., Buenos Aires or Santiago) grew slower and had more time to address issues as they emerged. Nonetheless, since 2010, Colombian cities like Medellín (Brand & Dávila, 2011) and Manizales (Escobar-García et al., 2013) have considerably invested in accessibility, which now drives many of their infrastructure projects (Gutiérrez et al., 2012). For its part, Bogotá’s mobility investments since the 2000s were committed to address socio-spatial imbalances (Vecchio, 2017) and improve the lives of its 8 million citizens—10 million in the metropolis (UN, 2018). In fact, over time mobility has been interlinked to the capital’s identity and self-vision. For instance, the recognizable red BRT-system TransMilenio has contributed an image of an innovative, regenerated Bogotá, while becoming a beacon for other global metropolises (Vecchio, 2017; Wood, 2015).

Nonetheless, Bogotá’s mobility has failed to ensure accessibility for at least half of its residents (Bocarejo & Oviedo, 2012). This is all the more critical in a city with a consolidated and imbalanced distribution of inhabitants vis-à-vis opportunities: the south-southeast has the densest areas, while most opportunities concentrate in the north-centric zone (Oviedo & Guzmán, 2020). Furthermore, the political constraints precluding the officialization of the BMR entail that Bogotá continues to be planned independently from its adjacent municipalities. These are de iure independent, but most of them de facto dependent on Bogotá for operations, services, and opportunities—as is Soacha (Bocarejo & Oviedo, 2012; Vecchio, 2018).

III. Contextualizing CiV’s Accessibility Limbo

a) Soacha’s accessibility disadvantage vis-à-vis the BMR’s Inner Ring

To the southeast of Bogotá and the BMR’s Inner Ring (Figure 2), there is the municipality of Soacha—Colombia’s eighth largest. With an official population of 634,660 (DANE, 2019), the municipal door-to-door census actually recorded over 1.3 million residents (El Espectador, 2019). The majority are low-income people coming from Bogotá after affordable housing (Maldonado, 2019). With exorbitant population growth rates, Soacha is also one of Colombia’s main receptor cities of IDPs (55,000) and Venezuelan migrants (12,300) (Cortés-Ferrández, 2019). The city is further overloaded by disproportionate social housing (VIS); recently welcoming over 305,000 units (Periodismo Público, 2020).

Figure 2: The BMR’s Inner Ring municipalities

Source: Guzmán et al., 2016.
I have conceived a color-mapped accessibility comparison of the BMR’s Inner Ring. With basic average calculations, Table 1 maps the municipalities highly above average (green), above average (yellow), below average (orange), and highly below average (red) for accessibility-related positive indicators (the lower the worse). Color-mapping is inverted for negative indicators (the higher the worse) (e.g., unemployment rate). In contrast to the Inner Ring, Soacha is at a visible comparative disadvantage at many spheres: e.g., job informality, total Unsatisfied Basic Needs (UBN), housing deficits or transportation cost to Bogotá. Soacha’s comparative disadvantage illustrates the precarious accessibility context in which CiV is set.

Table 1: Sample of the color-mapped accessibility comparison between Inner Ring municipalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Total population</th>
<th>% Unemployment</th>
<th>% Job informality</th>
<th>Total UBN</th>
<th>Housing deficit</th>
<th>Houses allocated to housing complexes</th>
<th>Population density (km²)</th>
<th>% Houses with energy</th>
<th>% Houses with aqueduct</th>
<th>% Houses with Internet</th>
<th>Net Primary education coverage</th>
<th># Daily trips to Bogotá</th>
<th>Min. time for car trips to Bogotá</th>
<th>Average daily transportation expenditure to Bogotá (COP$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cajicá</td>
<td>80,117</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>18.115</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>54.82</td>
<td>99.13</td>
<td>15,001-25,000</td>
<td>34-58 min/28 km</td>
<td>$4,100-$6,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chía</td>
<td>128,038</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>2,451</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>18,717</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>66.52</td>
<td>94.44</td>
<td>25,001-45,000</td>
<td>28-42 min/23 km</td>
<td>$3,650-$6,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cota</td>
<td>31,102</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>8,884</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>65.67</td>
<td>254.96</td>
<td>25,001-145,000</td>
<td>32-40 min/16 km</td>
<td>$4,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funza</td>
<td>90,732</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>1,613</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>20,63</td>
<td>15,002</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>50.37</td>
<td>108.40</td>
<td>15,001-25,000</td>
<td>41-50 min/22 km</td>
<td>$3,446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Calera</td>
<td>28,225</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>1,008</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>61.98</td>
<td>131.27</td>
<td>5,001-15,000</td>
<td>36-45 min/23 km</td>
<td>$3,500-$7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madrid</td>
<td>109,414</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>1,257</td>
<td>1,262</td>
<td>10,632</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>98.68</td>
<td>15,001-25,000</td>
<td>54-60 min/9.8 km</td>
<td>$5,900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosquera</td>
<td>78,658</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>1,165</td>
<td>1,005</td>
<td>14,196</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>118.61</td>
<td>25,001-45,000</td>
<td>47-59 min/26 km</td>
<td>$3,446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soacha</td>
<td>634,690/1-5 km</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>15,431</td>
<td>8,703</td>
<td>40,200</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>89.01</td>
<td>39.15</td>
<td>90.35</td>
<td>&gt;251,000</td>
<td>69-90 min/25 km</td>
<td>$5,000-$7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D.C.)</td>
<td>7.413 m</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>161,558</td>
<td>105,899</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>&gt;521,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration based on governmental statistics.

With insufficient public funds and predominant informality (Oviedo & Dávila, 2016), Soachans have precarious access to health, education, transportation, culture, and nearby jobs (Espinosa-González, 2014). Moreover, connections to Bogotá are limited, and overcrowded by over 251,000 daily commutes to the capital for work or day-to-day operations. The lack of efficient, affordable, and accessible mobilities, a deteriorated road network, and big commuting distances (25.9 km) further hinder these trips (García-Pulido, 2015). Therewith, Soachans are socio-economically excluded, with constrained access to cognitive, organizational, and physical skills (Oviedo & Dávila, 2016).

In parallel, national and Bogotanian imaginaries associate Soacha with poverty, bad governance, and pollution (Dávila, 2012). Nonetheless, as one of Colombia’s largest industrial hubs, Soacha’s vision is set to change. The city’s new mayor Juan Carlos Saldarriaga aspires to increase local accessibility and decrease the excessive dependence on Bogotá. Thus, he rejected the CiV II project and its 200,000 VIS units (El Tiempo, 2020), since Soacha already lacks schools, roads, security, transportation, and other public equipment (El Tiempo, 2020). He intends for the project’s 900 fanegadas to house an industrial corridor instead—increasing local services and jobs. Nonetheless, the environmental impact of such project, which would expand over neighboring ecosystems, should be taken into consideration (Section 6.4).
b) The BMR’s urban trajectories and their impact on CiV

Concerned with sustainability, the BMR’s urban trajectories, structural drivers and urban practices should be identified (Lévy et al., 2017). Moving beyond ‘sustainability fixes’ (Ibid.: 7), this will elucidate the gaps that CiV reinforces—enabling a deeper analysis of the posited accessibility limbo.

That stated, the weight of informality on Colombia’s economies (33.5% GDP (≈COP$294 trillion/USD$80.5 million) (Anif, 2017) rules out divorcing urban trajectories from the informality that significantly feeds them. With powerful vested interests, urban trajectories determine the course of cities—in the benefit or prejudice of sustainability. Yet, the informality-formality continuum carries forces that interact, influence, and morph those trajectories (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Interaction of the BMR’s urban trajectories, drivers, practices and the formality-informality continuum

The author identified three BMR’s urban trajectories that have been taking and giving shape for decades: exclusionary growth, privatization and metropolization (Figure 3). First, the exclusionary growth trajectory is driven by remarkable socio-spatial segregation and exacerbated by Colombia’s stratification system, which has polarized—and hierarchized—citizens and neighborhoods within collective imaginaries.

Yet, this trajectory needs to be explained together with privatization. Predominantly driven by market forces, Bogota’s growth has engendered structural problems across the BMR (Tarchópolus & Ceballos, 2003). The city-region seems to follow an incongruous path of integration paired with exclusion and informalization (Bayat, 2004). This is further exacerbated by deepening inequalities and predatory neoliberalism—as was the privatization of social housing in the 1990s, with the State assuming a subsidizer role (Alfonso, 2019). Moreover, land speculation has reduced public space, equipment, and road networks to a minimum to derive the maximum benefit (Tarchópolus & Ceballos, 2003). Sequentially, these profit-oriented trajectories and their spill-over effect across the Inner Ring come at the cost of regional ecosystems and sustainability.

Thirdly, changes in the 1970s national economic and demographic structures affected the shape and course of Colombian cities through metropolization. Since then, neuralgic centers like Bogotá have gained ever-more importance by concentrating economic activities, opportunities, and people (León & Ruiz, 2016). In fact, Bogotá attracts unparalleled economic and political migrants from...
Colombia and neighboring countries (ibid.). It is also the unrivalled decision-making seat of the centralized Andean nation—accumulating power. These dynamics have constituted the Inner Ring as Bogotá’s ‘development periphery’ (Amin, 1997). In turn, dependence pushes the Inner Ring to focus on its connectivity to the capital, oftentimes at the expense of local networks and accessibility (Oviedo & Dávila, 2016).

Common to these three trajectories, since the 1940s, low-income families resorted to peri-urban self-construction to access opportunity-providing Bogotá. This was driven by profit and the need of connection to the capital—urbanization mainly happening along or near roads (Tarchópolus & Ceballos, 2003). In this manner, formal and informal housing have interacted in developing the BMR—according to the course set by urban trajectories.

Interestingly, Bogotá’s and Soacha’s urban trajectories are at odds with their visions. There is a tension between the metropolis’ aspirations and its residents’ needs. Indeed, Bogotá’s self-vision as modern, democratic, and inclusive, still leaves many behind. It is only through informality that many can access the city. For its part, Soacha aspires to become a burgeoning industrial center, but its structural drivers and practices have been extreme poverty, informality, accelerated population growth and urbanization, settlements in geological-risk areas, corruption, weak governance, and tax-base, and technical-financial scarcity (Dávila, 2012).

With this, CiV operates along these three trajectories; adversely affecting its own accessibility, sustainability and (in)formality dynamics. The MISN disregarded criteria in land-use planning and harmed the territory—breaking away from its original ecological vision (Méndez et al., 2014). Furthermore, its neglected accessibility and unidimensional approach to housing locked residents in an accessibility limbo (Section 6). Social housing should seek to tackle the BMR’s widening inequalities between socio-economic strata. Yet, by disregarding accessibility’s multi-scalarity and sustainability’s multidimensionality, CiV perpetuates structural conditions that determine who benefits and who bears the burden of Bogotá’s urban development—with the leveraging of the formality-informality continuum eroded by CiV’s design, location, and under-equipment.

c) CiV’s Accessibility Limbo

The MISNs were a national-level response to the 2008 financial recession (Alfonso, 2019) and to Colombia’s target on social housing provision. They combined planning instruments, land management and financing to affect the territorial development of geostrategic areas (Law 1151, 2007). Despite a strong social policy and political momentum, the MISNs were declared unconstitutional in 2010, for they contravened municipal competences and other legal considerations (Méndez et al., 2014). However, due to retroactivity, unconstitutionality could not stall the already-adopted 13 MISN.

Mostly located in peripheries, first-generation MISNs are also practically disconnected from urban centers, offering monotonous, serial housing (Escallón, 2011). They share flaws regarding financing, execution, and equipment. Market-guided, the MISNs only benefit households with a minimum purchasing power—disregarding where housing deficits concentrate. This partially explains why they have only marginally affected housing deficits (ibid.). A decade later, most MISNs have accelerated gentrification, migration, and conurbation, since they break many territorial logics and do not consolidate structuring complexes (Escallón, 2011). Overall, they have also negatively impacted land-use planning, promoting urban expansion beyond the carrying capacity of ecosystems (Méndez et al., 2014).

For its part, the CiV MISN is in Comuna 3, northern Soacha. Adjacent to Bogotá’s locality of Bosa, CiV covers a 328-hectares area between Calle 13 westwards to Terreros Avenue (including Carrera 38 into Bosa and vereda Bosatama), and from Ciudad de Cali Avenue northwards to Carrera 40 (Figure 4). Driven by neoliberalist logics, the Macro-project has been developed (2009-2020) by a corporate conglomeration led by the Amarilo construction company—its total cost undisclosed.
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Figure 4: CiV’s location within the BMR and its main roads

By law, CiV had to allocate 50% of its terrain to VIS and 25% to priority-interest housing (VIP). Instead, 65.61% of CiV is residential (c.200,000 people in 55,000 apartments in 25 compounds), yet only half are VIS or VIP (Acosta & Henao, 2011). As other MISNs, CiV minimally impacted quantitative housing deficits (*Ibid.*). The project considered Soacha’s and Bogotá’s total deficits (24,134 and 267,447 respectively) (Sisbén, 2015), but leaving out the lowest-income families precluded more compelling results (Escallón, 2011). For its part, CiV disregarded Soacha’s significant qualitative housing deficit (8,703) and overcrowded homes (20,649) (PNUD, 2009).

Regarding urban equipment, 57 hectares have been used for public and green areas including a boardwalk network and 9-km of cycle-routes. In addition, CiV has three small shopping centers, two public schools and a private one—overall insufficient for the 30,000 people in schooling age (Pulido-García, 2015) (Figure 5). Moreover, by mid-2021, CiV will welcome a National Learning Service (SENA), which will train 122,000 apprentices/year (Alcaldía de Soacha, 2019).

*Own elaboration, adapted from Guzmán et al., (2016) and Google Earth.*
In terms of connectivity, CiV is poorly connected to both Soacha and Bogotá. Residents need to walk over 30 minutes or take a taxi or pirate transportation to access the Transmilenio in Autopista Sur or the Integrated Public Transportation System (SITP) in Bosa (Figure 6). However, by 2024, the widening of both Avenida Ciudad de Cali and Terreros could welcome TransMilenio backbone services (El Espectador, 2019).
As have other MISNs, CiV stimulated urbanization over farming and flood-prone areas, which considerably impacted the city-region’s ecological structure (Méndez et al., 2016). Strategically located between Bogotá and Soacha, CiV was partly designed to forestall potential self-building (Espinosa González, 2014). Yet, it strengthened conurbation tendencies, setting new de-facto borders. Moreover, its surface area (previously rural) increased by 23.5% the urbanization of Soacha, imposing significant duties upon an already-overwhelmed municipality (Acosta & Henao, 2011).

In line with this, prior to the declaration of unconstitutionality, Amarilo and Bogotá had agreed to assume the costs of basic public services and equipment. Capitalizing on this absorption, the project became denser with housing. Despite Sentence 226 (2014) allowing to complete MISNs in-progress, the breach of municipal competences was reversed. This meant that Soacha—financially unstable—remained solely responsible for basic and urban services provision for a project of such scale (Pulido-Moreno, 2014). Delayed delivery and deficient quality and design engendered an accessibility vacuum—set by the

IV. Analytical Framework: A Multidimensional Accessibility Limbo Ensnaring CiV

This analytical basis will guide the testing of my hypothesis which sees CiV as ensnared by an accessibility limbo, to thus understand what we can learn from (in)formal practices of accessibility and unleash the sustainability potential of the MISN. In the feminist literature, ‘limbo’ is used to describe a fixeded
and locked situation in which a group of people wait for a better life (Conlon, 2011; Mountz, 2011). I use the term ‘limbo’ conscientious of its establishment of a settled relationship between fixity and motion, which lets me better observe the intersection among accessibility, (in)formality and sustainability in CiV.

Other metropolitan and Soachan residents—be them in formal or informal areas—have relative maneuvering over the formality-informality continuum, using it to their own advantage and, need it be, redefining their access to the city (Lévy, 2020). Due to their isolated location, low incomes, deficient accessibility and mobilities, ownership burdens and insufficient community organization; Citoverdinos’ agency over the continuum is limited—their formality-informality practices constrained. Therefore, the limbo ensnaring CiV is, indeed, a multidimensional accessibility limbo.

In anthropology, liminal forms of living—between accepted social categories, norms, and expectations—are interpreted as threatening to the social order (Cresswell, 1996). “Their embodied roles are in a process of uncertainty, transformation and flux, and powerful social actors are not entirely able to exert control” (Brun & Fábos, 2011: 10). This reflection offers insights about society’s general dismissal of informality, with its anxious lack of control manifested in different forms: marginalization, criminalization, segregation, disregard, paternalism, among others. Threatened by liminality, states strive to regulate, eradicate, or allow (on their own terms) such forms of living and acting. The social housing figure in Colombia is part of those instruments, and its narrow understanding of informality—disregarding its multidimensionality and the continuum in which it operates—constitutes exceptional urban geographies. Fixating informalities in space—allegedly formalizing—, CiV’s unidimensionality engenders a limbo, where the multiple dimensions in which informality may ensue to respond to lacking access go unaddressed.

Such an approach overrides the catalytic properties of social housing (Escallón, 2011). It fixates families in environments non-conducive for them to access the city, its opportunities, and the lives they have reason to value (Sen, 1999). A relevant caveat to make is that my theorization of limbo represents a collective handicap. It is not to say that no individual would succeed or is succeeding to materialize good quality of life there, but that some of CiV’s designs and structural conditions are a hindrance in themselves. With vigilance, this work aims not to reproduce a passive and voiceless subjectivity of CiV’s residents or other MISNs’. This is an urban issue to be addressed due to residents’ entitlement to social housing that constitutes a springboard.

Furthermore, a feminist view of informal accessibility practices does not only allow to identify gendered distortions—e.g., access to resources and opportunities, division of labor and use of urban space—but also accounts for their creativity and lessons taught in the face of exclusionary urban forces (Brun & Fábos, 2011; Conlon, 2011; Mountz, 2011). With this, to unlock limbo, one must first unpack it. Intrinsically related to Lévy’s continuum, the author identifies different dimensions to CiV’s accessibility limbo: territorial-mobile, socio-political, economic, and ecological (Section 6). These negatively interact with sustainability dimensions and the formality-informality continuum to constitute a limbo.

**Figure 7: Ciudad Verde’s Multidimensional Accessibility Limbo**

![Ciudad Verde’s Multidimensional Accessibility Limbo](Own elaboration)
V. Methodology

As aforementioned, this research seeks to provide insights on the intersection among accessibility, (in)formality and sustainability in CiV in the face of a limbic design and context. With that, the main research question underlying this dissertation is: What can be learnt from CiV’s formal-informal strategies of accessibility, to unlock the accessibility limbo and constitute more sustainable social housing?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Producer(s)</th>
<th>Time frame</th>
<th># of respondents</th>
<th>Method of Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>Secondary-Academic</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>1962-2020</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Literature review (Pacheco-Vega, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspaper articles</td>
<td>Secondary-Informational and investigative</td>
<td>El Espectador, El Tiempo, Periodismo Público, Soacha Ilustrada</td>
<td>2015-2020</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Idem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Focal group interviews</td>
<td>Secondary-Qualitative</td>
<td>University of Los Andes and UCL</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>7-10 per group</td>
<td>1) Narrative (Holstein &amp; Gubrium, 2012) and discourse analysis (Gee, 2010); 2) Classification by limbo dimension; 3) Identification of elements, strategies and proposals; 4) Photoshop graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 public Facebook Groups</td>
<td>Secondary-Qualitative, spatial, photographic and video</td>
<td>CiV residents</td>
<td>01/2019-08/2020</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Idem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 private Facebook Groups</td>
<td>Idem</td>
<td>Idem</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Idem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Descubriendo Ciudad Verde” Maptionnaire Survey</td>
<td>Secondary-Qualitative and spatial</td>
<td>Idem as focal groups</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>Descriptive and inferential analysis (Blaikie, 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolization and Residential Segregation Survey</td>
<td>Secondary-Qualitative</td>
<td>Moreno &amp; Rubiano, Universidad Piloto de Colombia</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>Idem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews to urban and housing experts</td>
<td>Primary-videocall</td>
<td>Author and interviewees</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Collation of results to date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At an early stage, this work was fed by a wide range of sources including academic, newspaper articles and grey literature—examined through literature review and cross-tabulation, respectively. This also enabled to establish Soacha’s comparative disadvantage vis-à-vis other Inner Ring municipalities (Section 3.1). Second, I examined four focal group interviews and a Maptionnaire survey conducted for a UK-Pact project led by University of Los Andes and University College London. Interviews were analyzed through narrative and discourse analysis—identifying limbic elements, accessibility strategies and proposals. Additionally, this was complemented by the quantitative-based Metropolization and Residential Segregation Survey (Moreno & Rubiano, 2014). Both surveys were analyzed through a descriptive and inferential process.
Although recently, Facebook has been used as a research methodology (Section 2.2). However, to the extent of my literature review, it has not been applied as a methodology or source for analyzing urbanities and accessibility thereof. A review of usages for other fields of study informed its translation into this dissertation’s scope. Therewith, I reviewed 18 Facebook Groups of Citoverdinos (Annex 3)—analyzed as the focal group interviews. These displayed significant strategies, which allowed me to grasp—to an extent—the everyday accessibility experience in CiV and test the validity of the limbo.

Moreover, maps, graphics and tables were conceived to better display my analysis, narrative, and findings. Last, interviews with three urbanism and housing experts were conducted. The interviews lasted an average of 50 minutes, were anonymized, audio recorded, and transcribed in Spanish. They included conceptual questions to collate results to date.

a) Territorial-mobility Limbo

VI. Findings: Roots and Routes to Unlock CiV’s Accessibility Limbo

The following subsections will introduce the findings for each limbo dimension (territorial-mobility, socio-political, economic, and ecological), elaborating over their constitutive elements and Citoverdinos’ strategies and proposals to alleviate these. All limbo-relevant information and direct quotes throughout these subsections were said by anonymized residents on the 18 Facebook Groups or at the 4 focal group interviews (Section 5). The most illustrative quotes have been included in the body text to bring their voices to the fore (own translation Spanish-English). For its part, each limbo graphic is based on the aforementioned information, and has been represented through spirals; whose outsides build from structural into topical limbic elements.
The MISN’s declaration of unconstitutionality yielded an accountability vacuum that kick-started a territorial-mobility limbo (Figure 7): “Bogotá builds the road up to a certain point; then, it’s Cundinamarca’s responsibility”. Without a clear delivery authority, most projects stall or suffer considerable delays. Moreover, the overcharging of Soacha with providing urban fittings translated into insufficient equipment and investment. That stated, CiV satisfies proximity access to banks, supermarkets, restaurants, and local shops (Figure 5).

For its part, CiV’s excessive densification emanates from the privatizing trajectory, yielding a segregated space within a peripheral municipality. Residents report: “they filled all the space and only afterwards they started to provide for needs,” and “they keep selling apartments here despite the problems we face daily”. Residents warn through Facebook about densification’s repercussions: “[The POT] doesn’t include the municipality’s ecological structure […] and ignores strategic ecosystems like the high-Andean forest and the sub-xerophyte enclave”. They also oppose the CiV II project and demand present issues to be tackled before further building.

Furthermore, CiV’s dependence on Bogotá reaches an impasse due to its disconnection and distance (27.63-km) from it: “From here to Bogotá, I need 2.5-hours”. This is aggravated by the high centralization of opportunities and services in north-centric Bogotá, and by CiV’s poor local accessibility and road system, where “everything ends up jammed”. Such spatial-temporal detachment hampers integration both internally and within Soacha.

With only two exits into main roads (Figure 10), overcrowded connections to Bogotá (Figure 11) have some residents “[leaving] the house at 3-4 am so as to go to work”. Ongoing yet slow projects are the direct link CiV-Bogotá (extension of Ciudad de Cali Avenue) and the additional connection CiV-Bosa to relieve the San José exit (bridge over the Tibanica ravine). Moreover, many seek employment in CiV, but nearby jobs are very scant (Section 6.3). Thus, residents propose a local employment hub, improved roads to avoid bottlenecks, and better connections with Bogotá’s transportation system.

The deficient connectivity has also yielded unaffordable transportations to both exit CiV and reach Bogotá, since “you always need to take two transport modes, at the very least,” and “the outward trip to Bogotá alone is almost $7,000”. Citoverdinos spend an average of 20-25% of their incomes on transportation only (Moreno & Rubiano, 2014); which considerably contrasts with the transportation expenditures of 5-6 strata (6.5%) and 1-2 strata (12.2%) housing in Bogotá (SDM, 2011).

To navigate this territorial-mobility limbo, residents use strategies such as carpooling, informal transportation and cargo vans. Many use pirate transportations for lack of other options, which usually comes with reckless driving, old, polluting, and unsafe cars, and fluctuating fares. They state: “we are too many in CiV and legal transportation cannot keep up”. A further strategy is to offer and find lifts to Soacha or Bogotá via Facebook. Residents propose more integrated fares to reduce costs and for TransMilenio and SITP to reach CiV: “with that, we would get rid of these many cars, and this much pollution”.

Currently, CiV’s cycle-routes are deteriorating—with maintenance accountability unclear. Moreover, commuting distances and criminality impede biking from becoming predominant. Residents declare to also lack security infrastructure (policemen and firemen). Connected to this, vandalism and criminality have increased over time—equipment frequently damaged. Along this line, residents assert that after a certain hour, one cannot walk through Terreros Avenue, “because one would not arrive home”. Likewise, some people assert a fear of going out at night since “insecurity is very high”. To tackle this, some compounds “set up sirens, and after 8 pm no kids are seen around”. Additionally, through Facebook, they report crimes in a certain area or advice about dangerous routes.

Furthermore, there are scarce areas for the elderly and public spaces, and as some declare, “the fact that we’re over 50 doesn’t mean we live stuck at home”. Conceived as the sum of closed compounds, CiV’s spatial morphology with large public spaces was nullified by the precluded articulation between residential and public spaces. Its fenced superblocks of up to 200 meters in length thwart community interaction, permeability, accessibility, and walkability (Méndez et al., 2014) (Figure 6). Moreover, the design of residential units disregarded mobility-impaired persons: “the spine, the heart… something that doesn’t let them climb the stairs”. As a result, many stay at home. With this, some elderly residents express a feeling of abandonment and lacking social integration, and propose that cardiovascular equipment be installed outside, for them to take care of their health.

Regarding services, CiV also suffers from insufficient health facilities. A hospital was projected in 2012, yet “8 years have passed, and no first brick has been layed down”. This extends to Soacha, which lacks health infrastructure to provide for its population. To alleviate this limbic situation, residents find home nursing care and informal health services through Facebook.

With regards to education, the existing kindergarten is not enough. Some residents have resorted to childcare services, while others “rent the social areas on the 2nd floor and set kindergartens there”. However, these do not satisfy the demand. In terms of schools, facilities and coverage are scarce in both CiV and Soacha, with some schools being considerably overcrowded: “only one teacher for 55-56
kids”. The combination of these factors has constituted a mediocre local education system. Furthermore, an important mismatch was the opening of a bilingual private school (Figure 6), which most residents cannot afford.

Nonetheless, residents have designed strategies for this. First, some parents have opted for having their children live and attend school in Bogotá: “one must break off from their kids and goodbye. Deal is to be a parent on Sundays”. Second, there are alternative education options (sport or artistic training), yet not formally recognized. Third, should a place at a local school be available, some choose to compensate its low-quality with tutoring. Conversely, certain families take their children out of school due to the unaffordable transportation costs (COP$7,000-8,000/day). In this line, the school bus route offer is also meager. When places are filled, parents must pay extra for independent services or mainstream transportation. Advertised via Facebook, some bus drivers and car-owners organize informal routes to fill in the accessibility limbo.

With this, the higher the education level the lesser the local opportunities. According to the CIV-relevant data of the Metropolization and Residential Segregation Survey (Moreno & Rubiano, 2014), only 5% Ciтовердино have had superior education, which compares to Bogotá’s 13.7% (ME, 2006). CiV lacks local superior education centers, and the youth are constrained to Soacha’s scarce offer, or to travel expensive distances to Bogotá. Alternatively, Facebook groups advertise trainings for youth and adults (e.g., sign language education) and virtual superior education. Moreover, a vocational training facility (SENA) is projected for 2021. Nonetheless, residents still demand for a university to be built in situ. With education, “we’ll be capable of mitigating many other issues”.

b) Socio-political Limbo

Figure 9: Socio-political Accessibility Limbo

Own elaboration.
CiV’s sociopolitical limbo (Figure 10) originates in its profitability maximization through additional housing. This increase was not matched with the pertinent political weight: “they hardly take us into account [in Soacha], especially regarding mobility, security and education”. Thereby, residents push for CiV’s constitution into “Comuna 7 as a binding territorial entity within the municipality”. This would not bring political clout but could potentially create arenas to address CiV’s issues (Gómez-Flórez, 2020). Moreover, CiV’s infrastructural housing advantages vis-à-vis Soacha have generated social animosity. This impacts Citoverdinos’ sense of belonging and misrepresents their social fabric—myth having it that CiV “is inhabited by Soacha’s jetset”.

The lacking political weight goes hand-in-hand with political neglect. Residents declare that CiV is disregarded under the mistaken belief of being a sustainable city. This limbic situation is marginally addressed by ad hoc community meetings and pre-electoral citizen oversight committees (veedurías) to consult and discuss needs. Moreover, some denounce CiV via Facebook as “an unsustainable, non-productive city, merely created to sell houses”. Additionally, residents demand more political representation, yet reflect an unclear idea about their political-administrative authority.

Aligned with the territorial-mobility limbo, CiV’s insufficient local accessibility has led to high labor dependence on Bogotá, where “at the lowest, over 75% of our population has its job”. To untangle this, Facebook Groups enable to purchase and sell products and services, access to informal employment, among others (Section 6.3). Naturally, residents aspire to local employment being generated, for “everything works out when people have good financial sustainability and time available”.

Overall, Citoverdinos express discontent at the incomplete information received upon buying their apartments. They claim that: “no one mentioned the administration fee” and neither the expensive public services. The later resulted from the privatization, stratification and legal changes undergone by CiV. In line with this, residents were not accompanied at the socio-technical, psycho-emotional, legal, economic, and environmental dimensions required by their transitions: “the atmosphere changes by 100%, so we’ve had some difficulties to adapt”. Together with the lack of vicinity or connectivity to employment and of access to solidarity ties and neighborhood heritages, this yielded a limbic arena where residents feel lost about the logics guiding their lives and livelihoods.

The socio-political limbo is further intricated by CiV’s insufficient police forces (“Police presence, it is a weakness here”); unemployment rates (“Almost always, the main reason for criminality is unemployment”); and excessive street vendors (“They’ve damaged our public space, particularly the cycle-routes”). This has partially led to significant criminality rates, drug use and micro-trafficking; which poses significant perils as safety is essential for sustainable neighborhoods (Shaftoe, 2000). Against this, residents install informal security systems (e.g., alarms). Others want to organize protection squads: “it’s urgent that we organize security fronts, install alarms, arm ourselves, even with clubs”. Moreover, occasional police operations oust informal vendors, who are sporadically related to crime: “many vendors sell their products, others are involved in drug micro-trafficking”.

Public spaces are not accessed at certain times due to internal social issues (crime, drug use, child and women abuse, noise, prostitution: “from around 9-10 pm to 4 am, these people offer all kinds of pornography”). Residents’ agency against this is limited. Yet, they have started initiatives such as sports and music training “aimed at the occupational and ethical recovery of youth” —who are usually associated with the above issues. Also, through Facebook, they alert each other about crimes, and post about support lines for abuse victims. What is more, social ills might also be related to CiV’s scant cultural and entertainment venues. Residents propose “to create spaces to recognize the local cultural patrimony,” which intimately relates to nearby ecosystems.

A further cause for the sociopolitical limbo is the compulsory membership to the Amarilo-led maintenance/participation association: Agrupación Ciudad Verde. This costs each household COP$ 5,000/month and was not made explicit at the time of purchase. Many manifest that it partially releases Soacha from its duty and violates their right of free association (Pulido-Moreno, 2014). From the onset, “the community was divided into two sides, which I’d say are irreconcilable by now”.

Adding to the limbo, the significant share of CiV’s IDPs was fully located in the Acanto compounds (Figure 11), partly conducing to their socio-spatial stigmatization: “A small percentage stigmatized Acanto, but within Acanto there are good people... there are professionals”. With this, CiV’s urban design precludes a healthy social mix, which in turn provokes long appropriation and adaptation processes (Méndez et al., 2014).
All the above culminates in insufficient community participation and social discouragement. Participation levels fluctuate, with no overall commitment to improving and maintaining the area: “Each family closes itself within four walls and the rest of the people here are of no interest whatsoever”. Also, some see the division over the Agrupación as a hoax that hampered CIV’s improvement. What is more, the missing social cohesion has stagnated the resourcefulness and solidarity that emerge within organized communities. To alleviate this, a small minority has started to organize, forging an incipient community spirit.

Figure 10: Socio-spatial stigmatization

Source: Google Maps.

c) Economic Limbo

Figure 11: Economic Accessibility Limbo

Information key: Economic Limbo
- Limbo macrostructure (from the outside in to the inside; the more structural the more topical)
- Limbo elements

Own elaboration.
Togeth­er with CiV’s detachment and dis­con­nec­tion, the roots of its eco­nomic limbo (Figure 12) are the lack of local emp­loy­ment and the res­i­dence­based job dis­crim­i­na­tion usu­ally faced in the cap­i­tal: “You live in Soacha, that’s a prob­lem”. They’ll think: “he’ll be late all the time”. To allev­i­ate this, via Face­book, res­i­dents sell and access prod­ucts, serv­ices and home­made foods, informal job of­fers, and emp­loy­ment-seek­ers fairs. A res­i­dent nar­rates: “I knew how to make san­i­tar­ies prod­ucts. I said let’s sell them through those groups. […] now I work on that”. Citover­din­dos also demand that “emp­loy­abil­i­ty strat­eg­ies be imple­mented,” and for the Mun­i­ci­pal­ity to “to gen­er­ate jobs”.

The above entre­pre­neur­i­al­ism responds to unaffor­da­ble liv­ing costs, which are com­plemented by ex­pen­sive ed­u­ca­tion (Sec­tion 6.1), ex­or­bitant pub­lic serv­ices, cost­ly un­su­bi­sid­ized aqueduct serv­ices, de­fi­cient and out­dated en­ergy gen­er­ators, oc­ca­sional wa­ter and en­ergy out­ages, ex­pen­sive gar­bage col­lec­tion and hous­ing units com­ing with­out fin­ishes, which makes res­i­dents spend extra: “All of us came here think­ing that our finan­ces would im­prove, but in­stead: our home­ownership dream has become a night­mare”.

Over 50% of Citover­din­dos have a mon­thly in­come lower than COP$500,000, which is be­low the cur­rent min­i­mum sal­ary (COP$877,803). Ap­prox­i­mately 30% dis­closed in­comes be­tween COP$500,000-1 mil­lion; 15% be­tween COP$1-2 mil­lion; and only 5% over COP$2 mil­lion (Moreno & Rubiano, 2014). Com­bined with the unaffor­da­ble liv­ing costs, this re­flects that Citover­din­dos are im­posed a life beyond their means, with many deci­ding to leave be­cause of that.

How­ever, res­i­dents use some strat­eg­ies to im­prove the sit­u­a­tion. Many rent rooms or their own apart­ments—mov­ing out to af­ford­able areas. Also, they ex­change re­com­men­da­tions on cheaper prod­ucts and serv­ices through Face­book. Regard­ing the insuffi­cient ed­u­ca­tion cov­er­age, they pro­vide in­for­mal serv­ices, sup­port less­ons, or have their children live in Bo­go­tá (Sec­tion 6.2). As to the ex­pen­sive pub­lic serv­ices, via Face­book they ac­quire in­for­mal gas tanks, Inter­net, and other en­ter­tain­ments (e.g., Netflix, Spof­ti­fy). Re­cently, the gov­ern­ment is­sued a sub­sidy on tele­phone, Inter­net, and TV for stra­tas 1 and 2; so those on VIP hous­ing were able to ben­efit from cost re­duc­tions. How­ever, since most hous­ing in CiV are stra­ta 3, res­i­dents are or­gan­iz­ing to re­quest a re­struc­tu­ra­tion of pub­lic serv­ices costs to the re­le­vant au­thor­i­ties. Al­igned with this, “[stra­ta 3] sub­sid­ies are for Bo­go­tá res­i­dents […] and all we do in Soacha is buy wa­ter from Bo­go­tá at full fares”. Res­i­dents ex­press that con­struc­tion com­pa­nies had en­sured that hous­ing was go­ing to be stra­ta 1-2—through which they could have ac­cessed sub­sid­ies and afford liv­ing costs.

Neverthel­ess, to pay less for wa­ter, they rent wash­ing ma­chines and apply wa­ter-sav­ing clean­ing strat­eg­ies, “lower­ing the bill by COP$20,000”. Fur­ther­more, to re­duce costs, they pro­pose for wa­ter serv­ices to come from Soacha in­stead of Bo­go­tá. The out­dated en­ergy gen­er­ators and the oc­ca­sional out­ages lead res­i­dents to buy and sell in­for­mal gen­er­ators: “you don’t have to suf­fer an­y­more when there’s no light”. Sec­tion 6.4 elab­o­rates fur­ther on how they are navigat­ing the fac­t that “Soacha at large has […] the most ex­pen­sive gar­bage col­lec­tion serv­ices”. Last, some res­i­dents who know masonry have started to of­fer in­for­mal fin­ishes. Such an ex­pen­sive service-provi­sion sce­nario is fur­ther em­broiled by the lim­bic ac­count­a­bil­i­ty (Sec­tion 6.1).

The eco­nomic limbo re­flects a sig­nif­i­cant de­gree of inac­cessi­bil­i­ty that street vendors have tried to fill in. Non­ethe­less, due to res­i­dents buy­ing from them, their pres­ence has “ex­ceed­ed the for­mal ac­tiv­i­ty—that’s shop­ping cen­ters” and “pedes­tri­an transit is more and more com­pli­cated” (Sec­tion 6.1). To ad­dress this, some res­i­dents have stopped buy­ing from them, oth­ers are hav­ing Face­book discus­sions about how to han­dle the sit­u­a­tion, and spe­cific sale points have been de­sign­ated. More­over, oc­ca­sional police op­er­a­tions clear pub­lic spaces; but this is not ef­fective nor last­ing, for ven­dors come back. Res­i­dents pro­pose “the cre­a­tion of a com­mer­cial pass­age­way”. Yet, this could im­ply some form­al­iza­tion that many might not be will­ing or able to com­ply with.

In line with this, the com­mu­nity lacks funds to im­prove and main­tain com­mon ar­eas: “we don’t have sav­ing nor any­one to give us money”. For this, some res­i­dents ex­pressed the need for a local eco­nom­ic: “We all have needs and if I had a way to pro­vide for them and not go to Bo­go­tá to get them…”. Yet, CiV still lacks com­mu­nity cohe­sion for this (Sec­tion 6.2). Ad­di­tion­ally, some claim a cor­rup­tion ad­min­is­tra­tion of cer­tain com­pounds, which fur­ther threats the scant funds available. How­ever, not only there is sac­ri­fice for main­tenance and im­pro­vement, but some equip­ment is being dam­aged, which par­ly links to the lack of suf­fi­cient police pres­ence (Sec­tion 6.2).
d) Ecological Limbo

CIV’s ecological limbo (Figure 13) originates from a deep unawareness about the importance of protecting the environment: “Sadly, there are zones in CIV that have become landfills”. This unawareness has resulted in extensive littering and debris pollution across CIV’s common and surrounding areas—a situation further exacerbated by the expensive and intricate garbage collection system.

Residents counter this through Facebook posts fostering recycling, the protection of nearby ecosystems and sharing eco-friendly knowledge: “Recycling used oil [...] A liter of oil can pollute up to 1000 water liters”. Others use Facebook to denounce CIV’s frequent littering: “now there are very little trees, no birds, there was a ravine, but it dried up”. Complementarily, some residents offer informal recycling services, while others have recycling collectives to generate community income. Moreover, some Citoverdinos are doing green entrepreneurship (e.g., selling biodegradable and reusable products) or demanding ecological items (e.g., diapers).

In parallel, the Agrupación organizes a school of environmental management and protection, while the Facebook groups display virtual permaculture trainings.

Also through Facebook, others organize trekking trips “to clean up the mountain [...] We’ll hike the mountain to learn more about the ecosystem and the importance of the wetland, so kids are welcome”. Additionally, the Ciudad Verde Plugging Group collects littered garbage while exercising. Moreover, Facebook allows to purchase waste, objects, and second-hand clothing.

Moving on, apart from causing ecological damage, the Macro-project’s excessive land capitalization has led to insufficient spaces for the necessary equipment (Fig.6). CIV incorporated rural land into Soacha’s urban fabric and was located within an area of rich hydric resources and fragile ecosystems. It was built near three rivers, the Tibanica ravine, and the Tibanica-Potrero Grande wetland—now polluted and contaminated (Méndez et al., 2014).

As if this was not enough, CIV is projected to grow towards neighboring rural areas, but residents “won’t have the need to expand towards vereda de Canoas because that could generate ecological and social damages”. Several Facebook posts warn about the potential repercussions of expansion, though without generating much reaction. Along these lines, a bordering rural zone was designated as an urban
“ecological” park, yet residents “believe that the archeological and ecological richness of the area should constitute it as an ecological park instead”.

Furthermore, the maintenance accountability limbo (Section 6.1) has an environmental print: “CiV’s pondage is polluted. Neither the aqueduct company or the Agrupación take care of it. We’re suffering the severity of mosquitoes, rodents, and fetid smells”. For this, Citoverdinos propose to educate people on upkeeping, raising the collective responsibility over CiV. Within this context, the lack of funds is stalling the progress of some projected parks: “We’ve been here for 7 years and Logroño park has failed to make sufficient progress”. Also, there is excessive concrete and few trees: “CiV is a city but without the green because what they’re rather doing is paving”. Against this, the Agrupación is incorporating flowerpots and planting trees in some areas. Additionally, via Facebook, several people beseech others to plant seeds. In this sense, the need of native species to protect local ecosystems—given invasive species damaging the soil—is partially addressed through Facebook knowledge exchanges, since “it’s not planting seeds and that’s it”.

For its part, CiV’s detached location and lack of jobs prevents bikes from becoming predominant. This is further hindered by non-interconnected cycle-routes (Figure 7). Residents want “to connect Bogotá’s cycle-routes to Soacha’s, because we don’t have adequate and productive connectivity”. However, this might only benefit those who can find a local job or afford a bike. Meanwhile, criminality levels and insecurity perception deter walking at certain hours (Section 6.2). With this, most residents use motorized transportation, constituting environmentally-un sustainable mobilities (Section 6.1)—which is specially concerning given Soacha’s alarmingly bad air quality (El Espectador, 2020). Residents state: “transportation should be improved and linked to the environmental part: the implementation of bike use”. They partially alleviate the unsustainable mobilities through Facebook. A zero-emissions accessibility system, it connects them to needs and services: “I use it for communication and to look for whatever I need”. Nonetheless, sometimes Facebook merely provides information, leading to motorized trips.

In this line of unsustainability, residents attest that energy resources are not sustainable either. Some compounds still depend on the construction companies’ sodium-based lighting, and most of them do not have emergency plants nor replacement electric fluid. This yields occasional power outages and damaged household appliances (Section 6.3). What is more, some Facebook posts denounce that their buildings’ pipes are heavily tarnished, making it unsafe to drink water from there. This drives people to buy bottled water and incur on additional costs and plastic consumption.

VII. Discussion: Unlocking Limbo? A Local Ecological Economy

As Vecchio et al. (2020) stated accessibility-based progress concentrates in a few areas of LatAm. In the BMR, the centralization of accessibility not only disregards but adversely spills-over dependent peripheries like Soacha and limbic social housing like CiV. When lacking accessibility, non-limbic locations at least offer: proximity, connectivity or networks—people leveraging the formality-informality continuum to their advantage. Yet, Section 6 confirms that CiV’s accessibility practices along the continuum are constrained by inadequate territorial and mobility design, sociopolitical neglect, economic limitations and insufficient ecological integration.

Observed through its graphic representation, the territorial-mobility limbo displays the most limbic elements, reflecting CiV’s structural hindrances in services, design, and disconnection (Figure 7). For their part, the few strategies identified to soothe the socio-political limbo underscore the need for meso, city and macro-scale institutional reforms—evoking Dávila’s (2014) call to address the roots of inequality and segregation when tackling deficient accessibility.

Conversely, the economic and ecological limbos present the most strategies. The correlation between accessibility and sustainability (James et al., 2013; Pelletier, 2010; Boyce, 2008; Anand & Sen, 2000) makes clear that a sustainable CiV would need to improve its accessibility. Residents’ entrepreneurialism and green initiatives educe that the unlocking of all four limbs could progressively be achieved through a local ecological economy that emulates the principles of a social enterprise (Vargas-Sáenz, 2016). As a resident hints: “First, we need to take charge and understand the importance of recycling from the source; but also, regarding employment, there are many opportunities with all these compounds and the amount of waste we generate”.

Working along accessibility logics, a more financially-autonomous and ecological CiV would positively affect its multi-dimensional sustainability. In parallel, such a model could enable the transition that social housing purportedly facilitates (Escallón, 2011); tying social mobility to the existing entrepreneurialism. What is more, it would fill the maintenance vacuum, favoring the improvement of equipment and bringing more transparency. As it grows, an ecological economy would organize and increase the community’s political weight; allowing residents more maneuvering over out-of-agency limbic elements.

That stated, Section 6 illustrates the role of informality in rendering access to essential services that CiV’s design and structures do not (e.g., health, affordable products, jobs, and income). However, do
these informalities engender a more sustainable CiV? It depends. For instance, most of its informal mobilities are neither affordable, ecologically sustainable nor safe. Nevertheless, learning from informality, policies must be based on evidence rather than perception (Section 2.1), so that they can target risk and vitiated dynamics yet benefit from informality’s guile. Lévy’s continuum (2020) teaches that informality and formality cannot be approached in silos, but holistically, which—as the limbo framework has aspired to show—offers a more rigorous approach to both accessibility and sustainability.

Drawing from the feminist literature (Brun & Fábos, 2011), informal processes can also teach new and creative ways towards sustainability, accounting for economic and resource efficiency (Dreifuss-Serrano, 2015). This outlook allows to “build on [informality’s] inclusiveness while addressing its shortcomings” (Vorley, 2017). Therewith, CiV’s informality reflects a taste for local and creative solutions, with solidarity and support networks incipiently being built through Facebook and arenas beyond this analysis. Since informality’s nature most likely precluded some strategies from being reflected in my research sources.

Along these lines, informality in CiV is also a resilience hub in the face of climate change (Chen, 2017). In generating income, informal recycling services or collectives might be able to tackle many limbic elements at once—contributing to long-term behavioral changes like community clean-ups and plugging. Moreover, the trading of waste and second-hand items via Facebook indicates an incipient digital ecological culture—though motivated by financial reasons. On another note, exorbitant services costs have engendered strategies that can benefit the environment (e.g., water-saving cleaning strategies). Should these costs be restructured, mechanisms to keep such ecological initiatives alive ought to be conceived.

Echoing Wee et al. (2012), this work has also aimed to contribute to the filling-in of accessibility’s digital gap. Digital access unevenly distributed (Malecki & Moriset, 2008), only 39.15% of Soachan households have Internet connection (GC, 2017b). This figure unavailable for CiV, assumptions can be made that many lack access to Internet and Facebook—constituting a somewhat exclusionary system. Nonetheless, when accessible, these tools are indeed instrumental to alleviate multidimensional inaccessibility. Their careful and humanized use in contexts like CiV can begin to unlock: economic limbos through decreased costs (Ciešlik & Kaniewska, 2004); sociopolitical limbos via increased political engagement (Mallén, 2013); and territorial-mobility and ecological limbos through lower- or zero-emission accessibility (van Wee et al., 2012).

The benefits of Facebook and an ecological economy notwithstanding, community organization and cohesion are still low. As residents express, sustainability requires community participation (Annex 5). The stronger the community, the better equipped to protect its needs, interests, and neighboring ecosystems. With this, CiV’s lacking community cohesion also exposes the repercussions (i.e., social division) of ‘participation fixes’ like Agrupación Ciudad Verde. However, backed by social cohesion’s strength and resourcefulness, an autonomous ecological economy would gain political leverage to affect ingrained limbic elements. In any event, this model should be complemented by institutional and structural support to attain long-lasting sustainability and accessibility in CiV.

What is more, CiV’s unidimensional spatial use undermined what would have been an excellent sustainability feature: proximity (Cutini et al., 2020). CiV’s local accessibility to banks and supermarkets, should be extended to health, education, employment, and safe leisure spaces. Through strategic design, CiV should leverage the insufficient space and diversify the local satisfaction of needs; supporting inhabitance’s multi-dimensionality (Escallón, 2011). In parallel, dependence on Bogotá should be decreased by further relying on Soacha and Bosa to access what CiV’s limbo precludes. This could reduce emissions, the ecological damage of expansion to provide equipment, and promote non-motorized transportation—though local safety improvements would be needed. However, security levels can increase with social cohesion, through ‘eyes-on-the-street’ mechanisms (Jacobs, 1961). Moreover, cultural events and spaces are crucial to foster the much-needed internal social-mix, increase self-steeem and avoid social stigmatization; but also, to attract Soachans into CiV and boost their mutual integration.

If CiV is to unlock its accessibility limbo—be it through an ecological economy or not—, the outcome should be scaled-up to Soacha. The advantages of unlocking CiV’s limbo could and should tackle Soacha’s structural issues—creating a constructive synergy between the MISN and its home municipality. This would ensure that sustainability dimensions, accessibility scales and leveraged (in)formality practices coalesce in tackling structural issues, without developing limbos instead. Sustainability approached as a social process, socioeconomic and ecological tensions dissolve (James et al., 2013). In this manner, this outlook on sustainable logics could enable CiV to leverage these tensions as an opportunity and differentiating factor for the future.

VIII. Conclusions

This dissertation endeavored to extract lessons from Citoverdinos’ accessibility practices on how to contribute a more synergic approach to accessibility, sustainability and (in)formality in CiV. The diversity of
This dissertation has also identified gaps of knowledge that would benefit from further research. For instance, work that purposely targets CiV’s multiscalar accessibility through focal groups and examines the impact of Facebook or similar digital technologies on people’s daily accessibilities would be beneficial. Should this path be undertaken, it would be relevant to examine how intersectionally accessible the digital realm is to Citoverdinos or to residents of similar contexts. Particularly, in-depth exploration about how to generate social cohesion within detached, disconnected areas with accessibility-non-conducive design could contribute to the eventual constitution of autonomous ecological economies or other, self-defined grassroots initiatives.

At a practical level, planning and design need to ensure that accessibility progress in one area (e.g., Bogotá) does not erode or feed off the deficits of peripheral others (e.g., Soacha or CiV). Therewith, multiscalar accessibility, multidimensional sustainability and the full formal-informality continuum are a solid base to address socio-spatial-economic imbalances. Latin America’s momentum in establishing itself as a blueprint for accessibility-based projects should not be let turn into a Catch-22 scenario in which metropolises and their inhabitants thrive at the cost and burden of their peripheral areas—which essentially contribute to their development. Rather, accessibility should be a restorative tool, and we should make justice to it by contributing planning, design and research that acknowledge its full complexity. In turn, if done integrally, accessibility will most certainly yield inclusive, sustainable, and happier urbanities that coalesce with natural ecosystems.
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